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Dalton Education
 
Features of Dalton Education:
 
Freedom in restraint

Within a fixed school curriculum, each student can make decisions about his/her own course of
study.

Independence and responsibility
The student initiates his/her own educational path and has the responsibility for his/her own course
of study.  Teachers serve as guides to the students.

Collaboration
The students help each other in the learning process, thereby learning to develop their social skills.

 
 
General assumption:
 
The students are responsible for the results of their studies.  They are given (within certain limits) the means
by which to give significance to their responsibilities.
 
 
Putting into practice at Maurick College entails the following:
 
Students have a fixed class schedule in which all their classes have been arranged.  In this schedule, for
example, there are two lessons per week for mathematics.  One student may process the course material
within this timeframe.  Another may find the time insufficient.  The latter student will have the opportunity,
within his schedule, to spend additional class time on it.  (One student may need additional time for
mathematics and the other for French, etc.)  During two class hours per day, students can (must) decide for
themselves what subject or assignment they will work on and with which teacher.  In the lower grades, they
are assisted in scheduling these hours by a mentor; later they do this more independently. 
 
Each semester, students arrange a study calendar in which is indicated for each subject what materials
should be completed or studied. 
 
During the ‘choice-hours’ (Dalton hours) the students have also the opportunity to work alone or in small
groups on projects or papers, keep busy with enrichment materials, or do their own research, for example,
via the internet.
 
The school chose this type of educational system seven years ago, as a follow-up to elementary instruction
and in preparation for secondary instruction.  In addition, the students will be more prepared for continued
education, as they learn how to manage increasing independence and personal responsibility for their own
course of study.
 
 
 
 
 
 


